Sid Rich
Peer Career Advisors

How can we help?

- Reviewing resume & cover letters
- Assisting with job & internship basics
- Using online resources from the CCD
- Navigating RICElink: Powered by Handshake
- Understanding CCD services
- Preparing for the Expo

Get career advice anytime, anywhere!

takeflight.blogs.rice.edu

Learn more about the PCA program at

ccd.rice.edu/pca

Siyu Geng
Mathematical Economic Analysis
Junior
sg46@rice.edu

Aman Narayan
Economics/Policy Studies
Junior
an23@rice.edu

Charie Xiong
Political Science
Sophomore
qx7@rice.edu

Kelsey Yang
Mathematical Economic Analysis
Junior
py9@rice.edu
How can we help?

- Reviewing resume & cover letters
- Assisting with job & internship basics
- Using online resources from the CCD
- Navigating RICElink: Powered by Handshake
- Understanding CCD services
- Preparing for the Expo

Get career advice anytime, anywhere!

takeflight.blogs.rice.edu

Learn more about the PCA program at

ccd.rice.edu/pca
Will Rice
Peer Career Advisors

How can we help?

• Reviewing resume & cover letters
• Assisting with job & internship basics
• Using online resources from the CCD
• Navigating RICElink: Powered by Handshake
• Understanding CCD services
• Preparing for the Expo

Kiara Reyes Gamas
BioE/Art History
Sophomore
kpr1@rice.edu

Miriam Shayeb
English/Hispanic Studies
Sophomore
mrs9@rice.edu

Hugh Grier
Chemical & Biomolecular Engineering
Sophomore
hdg1@rice.edu

Kaitlyn Zoeller
Philosophy/Cognitive Science
Sophomore
kmz1@rice.edu

Get career advice anytime, anywhere!
takeflight.blogs.rice.edu

Learn more about the PCA program at
ccd.rice.edu/pca
McMurtry Peer Career Advisors

How can we help?

- Reviewing resume & cover letters
- Assisting with job & internship basics
- Using online resources from the CCD
- Navigating RICElink: Powered by Handshake
- Understanding CCD services
- Preparing for the Expo

Get career advice anytime, anywhere!

takeflight.blogs.rice.edu

Learn more about the PCA program at

ccd.rice.edu/pca

George Randt
Mathematical Economic Analysis
Senior
gmr2@rice.edu

Trace Pham
Biochemistry
Senior
tp13@rice.edu

Steve Li
Mathematical Economic Analysis/ Philosophy
Senior
yl81@rice.edu
Martel Peer Career Advisors

How can we help?

- Reviewing resume & cover letters
- Assisting with job & internship basics
- Using online resources from the CCD
- Navigating RICELink: Powered by Handshake
- Understanding CCD services
- Preparing for the Expo

Learn more about the PCA program at ccd.rice.edu/pca

Get career advice anytime, anywhere!
takeflight.blogs.rice.edu

Dylan Dickens
Political Science/Anthropology/Policy Studies
Junior
dtd4@rice.edu

Lingli Xu
Statistics/Economics
Junior
lx15@rice.edu

Pylan Pickens
Political Science/Anthropology/Policy Studies
Junior
dtd4@rice.edu

Christina Wang
Statistics
Sophomore
mw48@rice.edu

Irene Zhang
Mechanical Engineering
Sophomore
zz36@rice.edu

Jessica Yi
Cognitive Science
Junior
jny1@rice.edu

Emily Flood
Political Science/French Studies
Senior
epf3@rice.edu

AJ Barnes
Head PCA
Cognitive Science/Linguistics
Senior
arb14@rice.edu
How can we help?

- Reviewing resume & cover letters
- Assisting with job & internship basics
- Using online resources from the CCD
- Navigating RICElink: Powered by Handshake
- Understanding CCD services
- Preparing for the Expo

Get career advice anytime, anywhere!  
takeflight.blogs.rice.edu

Learn more about the PCA program at  
ccd.rice.edu/pca

Shikha Avancha  
Biochemistry and Cell Biology  
Sophomore  
savancha@rice.edu

Lee Pelton  
CHBE  
Junior  
elp1@rice.edu

Stephen Chen  
Computer Science  
Sophomore  
xc17@rice.edu

Meghana Pannala  
CAAM/Mathematical Economic Analysis  
Junior  
mrp10@rice.edu
How can we help?

- Reviewing resume & cover letters
- Assisting with job & internship basics
- Using online resources from the CCD
- Navigating RICElink: Powered by Handshake
- Understanding CCD services
- Preparing for the Expo

Get career advice anytime, anywhere!

takeflightblogs.rice.edu

Learn more about the PCA program at

ccd.rice.edu/pca
Hanszen
Peer Career Advisors

How can we help?

- Reviewing resume & cover letters
- Assisting with job & internship basics
- Using online resources from the CCD
- Navigating RICElink: Powered by Handshake
- Understanding CCD services
- Preparing for the Expo

Lauren Poole
Chemical Engineering
Sophomore
llp1@rice.edu

Leyna Mohsin
Mathematical Economic Analysis/Policy Studies
Sophomore
lrm6@rice.edu

Yi Fung
Computer Science/Statistics
Sophomore
yrf1@rice.edu

Avery Whitaker
Computer Science/Mathematics
Sophomore
ajw6@rice.edu

Get career advice anytime, anywhere!
takeflight.blogs.rice.edu

Learn more about the PCA program at
ccd.rice.edu/pca
How can we help?

• Reviewing resume & cover letters
• Assisting with job & internship basics
• Using online resources from the CCD
• Navigating RICElink: Powered by Handshake
• Understanding CCD services
• Preparing for the Expo

Luhan Ge
Mechanical Engineering/Mathematical Economics Analysis
Senior
lg32@rice.edu

Colin Feng
Mechanical Engineering
Senior
ccf7@rice.edu

Tammy Petterkwong
Biological Sciences
Junior
tp21@rice.edu

Get career advice anytime, anywhere!
takeflightblogs.rice.edu

Learn more about the PCA program at
ccd.rice.edu/pca
Brown Peer Career Advisors

How can we help?

- Reviewing resume & cover letters
- Assisting with job & internship basics
- Using online resources from the CCD
- Navigating RICElink: Powered by Handshake
- Understanding CCD services
- Preparing for the Expo

Adam Cleland
Managerial Studies/ Economics
Senior
amc19@rice.edu

Hannah Park
Computational & Applied Math/ Economics
Junior
hp22@rice.edu

Ivan Gallego
Cognitive Science
Senior
ifg2@rice.edu

Get career advice anytime, anywhere!

takeflight.blogs.rice.edu

Learn more about the PCA program at

ccd.rice.edu/pca
How can we help?

- Reviewing resume & cover letters
- Assisting with job & internship basics
- Using online resources from the CCD
- Navigating RICELink: Powered by Handshake
- Understanding CCD services
- Preparing for the Expo

Whitney Li
Psychology
Sophomore
yl108@rice.edu

Reika Wong
Mathematical Economic Analysis
Junior
rw26@rice.edu

Arthur Belkin
Mechanical Engineering
Sophomore
avb3@rice.edu

Get career advice anytime, anywhere!
takeflight.blogs.rice.edu

Learn more about the PCA program at
ccd.rice.edu/pca